RFP #520-20-05 - SWITCHES AND UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY RFP

1. The original RFP was reviewed and revised when it was reissued. Please see Table 3 required equipment in the revised RFP.

   a. This RFP has been reviewed and revised when it was reissued. Please see Table 3 required equipment in the RFP. Please see Table 3 required equipment in the RFP.

   b. How many SFP+ ports are needed on each 9300?

   c. How many SFP+ ports are needed on each 9200?

   d. How many SFP modules will be required for each switch?

   e. Please clarify if the SFPs need to be copper or fiber.

   f. If copper, what is the quantity and length required for each switch?

   g. If fiber, what is the quantity, type (single mode / multi mode), and length required for the fiber runs?

   h. How long do the fiber patch cables need to be for each?

   i. How long do the stacking cables need to be?

   j. How many SFP+ ports are needed on each 9300?

   k. How many SFP+ ports are needed on each 9200?

   l. How many SFP modules will be required for each switch?

   m. Please clarify if the SFPs need to be copper or fiber.

   n. If copper, what is the quantity and length required for each switch?

   o. If fiber, what is the quantity, type (single mode / multi mode), and length required for the fiber runs?

   p. How long do the fiber patch cables need to be for each?

   q. How long do the stacking cables need to be?

2. Does the work need to be performed after hours, or is 100% during standard business hours (M-F 8am-5pm) accurate?

   Please see section 5.2 in the RFP.

3. Do you have a standard plug type PPLD requires for power?

   PPLD prefers plug type NEMA 5-15P.

4. How many APC units require 2-post rack kits and how many units require 4-post rack kits? Please specify which locations need how many of each.

   Two-post rack kits are needed for all sites.

5. Can you clarify what you envision and who are all of the parties involved in the Joint Quality Control Inspection?

   PPLD, the winning bidder, and a consultant will be involved in the Joint Quality Control Inspection.

6. Will PPLD accept bids of equivalent hardware?

   Yes, please see section 3.2 in the RFP.
7. The RFP request detailed quotes separating removal cost, installation cost, hardware cost, maintenance, licensing cost, etc. However, the pricing table provided does not provide space for separating the costs as described. Would Pikes Peak Library District prefer pricing using the provided table, or a created table separating the costs as described?

Please create a table separating the costs as described.